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Climate protection and sustainability are two of the
leading topics in today’s political arena. Millions of people
from over 150 different countries have taken to the
streets demonstrating for a sustainable future. What has
become clear is that we need to explore new paths, and
that applies to everyone: individuals, companies, public
institutions and even nation states.
DURABLE, the experts for modern working environments, has studied the current state of sustainability in
the workplace and has asked the question, which potential solutions can be integrated into the everyday working
world in the short and intermediate term? In this trend
paper, DURABLE investigated working environments in
European countries – from office workplaces through the
production floor and on to purchasing – in great detail.

The preliminary conclusions are clear: even though the
current situation is not fully satisfactory, some areas
are already implementing promising ideas and projects
that will help improve sustainability in our working lives
and could serve as best practice examples for others.
However, there is plenty still to be done to enable these
actions to set a precedent, and to find a better balance
between the environment and the economy.
If you want to find out more about DURABLE’s achievements so far and the measures currently being implemented, all the information is available in the company’s
sustainability report. The report is available to download
from
https://www.durable.eu/service/downloads/trendpaper.html
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The “green office”: wishful thinking or reality?
Sustainability in the workplace covers a range of different
aspects, including certified eco-friendly furnishings, a
reduction in the consumption of energy and materials, as
well as ‘green behaviour’ of staff members, i.e. the
sensible use of resources and respectful coexistence.
Some areas have already seen marked improvements,
whereas others still need more work.
An example being, only 7 % of all the companies in
Germany have furniture made of materials produced

using environmentally friendly techniques according to
the “Green Office” study carried out by the Fraunhofer
Institute. The situation with energy resources, however, is
considerably better: 25 % of all companies use r enewable
energy to power their entire buildings, with a further

29 % using renewables for part of their energy needs.
One of these companies is DURABLE. All the production
facilities run by the German manufacturer in G
 ermany
and Poland are completely covered with photovoltaic
systems on the roofs, providing a tenth of the building’s
electricity requirements.

Green Office: Potential approaches

Another issue is that only 15 % of all companies promote
an environmentally friendly commute to the workplace.
Yet there are still some positive examples of supporting less polluting travel to and from the office and for
business trips. Here at DURABLE, for example, staff can
lease bicycles and use hybrid or electric vehicles from
our corporate vehicle fleet for business travel.

•

Flexible working concepts such as working from home

•

Office space consolidation

•

Environmentally friendly travel

•

Video conferencing instead of business trips

•

Use of renewable energy sources

•

Environmentally friendly wall paints and floor coverings

•

Low-energy devices

•

Furniture made of environmentally friendly materials such as 		
certified wood from sustainable forestry

•

Environmentally friendly office materials

•

Reduction of paper consumption, e.g. double-sided printing
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Sustainable procurement: binding guidelines are essential
• Belgium: 5 % of all new cars electric or hybrid
• Germany: 95 % certified recycled paper and 50 %
certified organic textiles by 2020
• France: superior energy efficiency in all new goods
purchased
• Sweden: exclusion of suppliers who do not meet
environmental obligations
• Slovenia: use of renewable or other alternative
energies with low CO2 emissions
Is the public sector ahead of the curve? EU tendering • Hungary: according to the Hungarian authority for
public procurement, consideration of environmental
guidelines now state that sustainability must be prioritised
and social criteria has fallen since 2014
in public procurement, and these rules were implemented into national law in 2016. Thanks to economies of
scale, public procurement can make a huge c ontribution In companies, however, there is still little integration of
to ensuring that environmentally friendly versions of sustainability goals into an overall procurement s trategy.
products can take an ever-increasing percentage of the Everything from the initial selection of raw materials,
market share. As an example, the procurement market working conditions and emissions from production
in Germany accounts for approximately 15 % of the coun- facilities right up to packaging and delivery needs to be
try’s GDP (gross domestic product); across the EU as a included in a comprehensive purchasing concept which
deals with all of these aspects and formulates clear
whole, the share is around 14 % of the total.
sustainability goals.
Even though all the EU countries have implemented
sustainability as a target in public procurement

programmes, its actual reach can be very different

depending on the country. Here are just a few examples:
Buyers and procurement departments are often faced
with conflicting priorities: does sustainability come first,
or is it all about getting the cheapest price? To solve
this conflict of interest, companies have to define clear
contracting guidelines. Incorporating sustainability goals
into a company’s procurement strategy is 
essential
to e
nsure green procurement can be rolled out and
successfully established long-term.

Green Procurement: support is available
National environmental agencies and ministries of
economy provide information on how companies can implement a more
environmentally friendly procurement concept. This includes guide
lines on sustainable procurement and recommendations on tender procedures. Here are some examples of government bodies across Europe:
•

Belgium: guidedesachatsdurables.be

•

Germany: beschaffung-info.de

•

France: economie.gouv.fr

•

United Kingdom: gov.uk/guidance/sustainable-procurement-tools

•

Latvia: likumi.lv

•

Poland: uzo.gov.pl
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Logistics: too many HGVs on the road
EU goods transport taking a turn for the worse: transport figures via rail or ship are falling. Instead our roads
and motorways are becoming choked with an increasing
number of HGVs, most using fossil-based fuels and pumping out CO2 emissions. These were the findings of the
“Sustainable Development in the European Union 2019”
report released this year. It showed that the proportion
of goods carried on rails or waterways dropped 1.1 %
between 2005-2017, and now accounts for just 23.3 % of
all transport. Conversely, the constant increase in HGV
transport has significant consequences: experts forecast
that the volume of freight traffic could increase by some
70 % by 2025 (Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital
Infrastructure).

Environmentally friendly movement of goods:
shared shipping

HGV transportation can be organised in a more environmentally friendly
way. Confectioner Mars thought outside the box and came up with a
clever solution to the problem. The result? Greener transportation with
the very welcome side effect of reduced costs. They achieved this by
transporting their competitors’ goods in their lorries: “competitors on
the shelf, but not on the road”. The result was fewer HGVs on the road
and a 25 % saving in logistics costs thanks to pooling of expenses.
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Goods transport in the EU
by rail and boat
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Graph: DURABLE, source: Eurostat, pictures: Adobe Stock
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Manufacturing only accounts for 10%
of the mountains of waste
Recycling of manufacturing waste
The Statistical Office of the European Communities
(EUROSTAT) has been looking closely at production factors
in the European countries since as far back as 2000.
One of the aspects studied is manufacturing waste:
which branch of the economy produces the most waste?
According to the European Parliament, construction

causes the greatest amount of waste (34 %), followed
closely by the mining industry (30 %). Manufacturing

goods generates around 10 % of all waste in the EU.
To compare: households produce around 8 %.
The use of recycled materials in manufacturing is rising
slowly but surely.
For example, the percentage of materials reintroduced
into the production cycle across the whole of the EU
increased from 8.3 % in 2004 to 11.7 % in 2016.

Companies aware of their responsibility to the environment and society
have already been investing continuously in a recycling loop. DURABLE,
to name one example, recycles 80 % of all the waste it generates.
“We take special care to ensure as many components as possible from
each of our products are recyclable, so that we can handle each of them
correctly,” explains Martina Heiland, PR Manager at DURABLE.
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Conclusion: still plenty of room for improvement
Even though the EU and member states have
set ambitious goals and laid down the “next
steps for a sustainable European future” (which
can be found in the EU approach to sustainable
development from 2016 and which is available
on the internet at eur-lex.europa.eu), the current
reality still lags a long way behind the expectations. More HGVs than ever are polluting our air
and clogging our roads, sustainable procurement strategies have only been partially implemented, environmentally friendly materials are

the exception rather than the rule for office
furniture and only a small percentage of
companies recycle their manufacturing w

 aste.
“There are admittedly some good ideas and
positive examples of sustainability in the business world, but there is still plenty of room for
improvement,” says Martina Heiland, Press
Officer at DURABLE. “This trend paper is meant
to be food for thought and aims to show that good
business practice and sustainability can and
must go hand in hand at all times.”
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DURABLE
For journalists:
You can request picture materials by writing to durable@m-pr.de.
About DURABLE:
With its intelligent solutions, DURABLE Hunke & Jochheim GmbH & Co. KG supports professionals to succeed in
today’s and tomorrow’s working world. DURABLE has almost 100 years of expertise in professional presentation and
organisation concepts, which are used in many professions around the world. The future oriented company identifies
work trends and develops innovative concepts to meet the needs of the changing professional world. Proudly p
 remium,
DURABLE’s portfolio demonstrates excellence in quality, design and functionality. With its LUCTRA® luminaire brand,
the company enables all activities to be carried out in the best light.
DURABLE has in excess of 700 employees worldwide in its headquarters in Iserlohn / Germany and subsidiaries from
Europe to the US.
For more information, see durable.eu
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